
Case Study

O p e rat i n g  o u t  o f  S p e n c e r,  I o wa ,  I G L  Te l e C o n n e c t  i s  a  fa m i l y- r u n 
business  that ’s  dedicated to providing affordable  and dependable 
high-speed Internet and telephone service to the Iowa Great Lakes 
region and the surrounding area.  The company current ly  provides 
2,300 residential and commercial customers with broadband service.

Around 2019, IGL TeleConnect 
began working to expand its existing 
network with the additional 150 MHz 
of spectrum offered by the Citizens 
Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) 
in the 3.5 GHz band. The CBRS was 
created by the United States Federal 
Communication Commission (FCC) in 
2015 to make spectrum more accessible 
to give operators like IGL TeleConnect 
more flexibility and coverage at a lower 
cost.

“Prior to CBRS, we were Part 90 
grandfathered in the upper 50 MHz 
of the band, and our other service 
offerings were both in the strictly 
unlicensed spectrum of 5.1 to 5.8 GHz, 
with a few very rural sites on the older 
900 MHz. We also had one license of 
the 2.5 GHz EBS spectrum,” explains 
Chad Lundquist, Director of Wireless 
Networking at IGL TeleConnect.

“CBRS would allow us to continue using 
the original 50 MHz and open up 100 
MHz of spectrum that we did not have 
access to before. Plus, with the removal 
of additional power limitations, we 
would be able to reach customers that 
we hadn’t been able to reach before 
due to tree foliage.”

Tapping into the CBRS meant that IGL 
TeleConnect would have to enlist the 
help of an FCC-approved Spectrum 
Access System (SAS) administrator. A 
SAS provider is responsible for using 

dynamic analytical and computing 
technologies to enable various CBRS 
users to share the spectrum with one 
another without interference.

At the same time, it was important 
to Lundquist and his team at IGL 
TeleConnect that they continue their 
longstanding relationship with Telrad 
Networks. That’s why they wanted to 
find a SAS vendor who would bring not 
only dedication and experience to the 
table but whose services had also been 
fully interoperability tested (IOT) with 
Telrad’s CBRS solutions.

IGL TeleConnect had several options 
when it came to choosing a SAS 
vendor for its planned CBRS network. 
Ultimately, Lundquist and his team 
opted for CommScope on account of 
several features that were unmatched 
by other SAS providers.

One of these unique features involved 
getting a head start on 
daily Coordinated Periodic Activities 
among SASes, or CPAS, which made 
provisioning CBRS devices almost 
instantaneous.

“Normally, if a CBRS customer were to 
go out and add a new radio, they would 
not have service right away. They would 
need to wait until the late evening when 
all the SASes exchange information as 
part of CPAS,” says James Lee, CBRS, SAS 
& ESC project manager for CommScope.

Telrad equipment and CommScope 
SAS provide IGL TeleConnect with the 
ideal end-to-end CBRS solution.

CHALLENGE

• Deploying a cost-effective CBRS solution
• Finding an experienced SAS vendor
• Ensuring continued relationship with Telrad

SOLUTION

• CommScope SAS
• Telrad CPE12000, 9000 and 8000 series
• BreezeCOMPACT 1000  LTE eNodeBs 
• BreezeVIEW Domain Proxy

BENEFITS

• Access to 100 MHz of new CBRS spectrum
• Improved coverage, speed and capacity
• Near-instant CBSD provisioning
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“Today, when an engineer from IGL TeleConnect goes and installs 
a new CBSD at one o’clock in the afternoon, they’re able to get 
a grant within a few minutes. If CommScope didn’t have that 
feature in place, they would have to wait until CPAS is completed 
in the early morning of the following day. That’s one of the key 
features for IGL to deploy quickly, get their network up and 
running, then have the customer connect and get services right 
away.”

CommScope also had the close partnership with Telrad that 
Lundquist was looking for. IGL had been using Telrad WiMAX 
and LTE equipment for close to seven years at the time the 
broadband provider decided to expand to CBRS, and the superior 
performance, centralized management and attractive price point 
of Telrad’s solutions were benefits that Lundquist wanted to 
continue enjoying.

“We have a great working relationship with Telrad,” says Rashid 
Bhatti, Director of Business Development at CommScope. 

Results 
That potent combination of equipment, expertise and communication led to a comprehensive CBRS migration that could almost be 
described as effortless for IGL TeleConnect.

“If there was an issue, it would not matter which direction I reached out to for help. Whether it was Telrad or CommScope, both 
companies have been extremely responsive with their support and getting resolutions to us. They’ve done amazing work in getting 
everything to its current standard—especially under these conditions, with such a short time period for deployment,” Lundquist says.

“From a customer standpoint, I would have to say that pretty much 99.9% of all the bugs were completely worked out of the system 
well before the commercial CBRS actually went live here.”

With its new CBRS network powered by Telrad equipment and administered by CommScope SAS, the Iowa broadband provider now 
has more coverage and more capacity. Not only can the company offer better service to existing customers across the board, it can 
also provide service to customers who used to fall outside its periphery—with near-instant CBSD provisioning.

“When we arrive at a customer’s house, we know that CommScope SAS will have them connected quickly, without having to wait until 
the following morning for some outside process to happen. And when we leave a customer’s house, we know that their service is 
going to perform well and work uninterrupted because of Telrad’s solutions. It’s a win–win for everybody.”

“And the most significant consideration for us is the ease 
of deployment. Once we pair a customer with Telrad, we 
know that the deployment and the operation are going to be 
smooth.”

Deployment 
The three companies began working closely together in April 
2020 to roll out IGL TeleConnect’s new CBRS network. The 
COVID-19 pandemic had entered a critical phase by that point, 
and the broadband provider was seeing an unprecedented 
surge in demand for its services. That lent the project more 
urgency than usual.

“IGL definitely saw an increase in requests for additional speeds 
to homes with people working remotely plus the additional 
online schooling for students. For us, it was imperative that we 
were able to maintain network reliability and, given that we 
were in the process of getting everything 100% into the SAS for 
CBRS, do so in a way that was efficient and financially feasible,” 
Lundquist says.

The CBRS rollout consisted of 70 Telrad BreezeCOMPACT 
1000 base stations and a mix of around 800 Telrad CPE12000, 
CPE9000 and CPE8000 customer units. Thanks to tight 
engineering collaboration between Telrad and CommScope and 
their receptivity to IGL TeleConnect’s feedback, nearly all of the 
finer points of the CBRS migration were ironed out before the 
hardware even entered the field.

“As one of the leading SAS providers, our goal is to give our 
customers red-carpet, white-glove service from the moment we 
start working together,” says Bhatti.

“Long before presenting CommScope SAS and a partner 
solution to the customer, we make sure that we do a lot of 
interoperability testing, dotting our Is and crossing our Ts, just 
to validate and ensure that everything is working on both sides. 
Working hand-in-hand with partners like Telrad, we conduct 
rigorous feature testing prior to launch and make things as 
seamless as possible.”
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